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Introduction
GIS is well-established as a tool
for assessing land suitability for
agriculture in suburban and rural
areas. However, its usefulness
in developed, dense urban
environments is not as well
known.
In part this is due to the
limitations that attend urban
gardening. Space is limited,
highly fragmented, largely in
private hands, and the soil may
be contaminated. 			
However, as food security
becomes an increasingly
important issue in the era of

Methodology
To calculate final parcel rankings
(in circle at right):
1.) Create centerpoints for 			
parcels and open space.
2.) Near tool: from parcel
centerpoints to each
factor affecting rating (input 		
maps 1-4 at right)
3.) Assign parcel factor ranks for
each distance: 0-50 m = 0;
50-100 m = 1; 100-200 m =
2…; 900-1000 m = 10
4.) > 1000 m radius (which
returned a -1 for the Near
tool) = 11

Future Steps
The methodology used in this
project was intended to be
refined by future researchers.
A single, large parcel, covering
most of the right half of the final
map, exemplifies the limitations
of this process. 		 Factors
that better reflect the complexity
of the urban model, such as

climate change, the potential for
urban agriculture, particularly
in smaller spaces, cannot be
overlooked.
Therefore, this project
began the process of applying
GIS to the assessment of land
for agriculture within urban
boundaries. Somerville, densely
urban and representative of
many of the other challenges for
agriculture in urban areas, was
used as the test case.
This is only a preliminary
appraisal, applied to one block
group (top-center map at right).
The process is intended to be
refined.
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5.) Create “knockout” field: if
distance < 50 m, assign 0; if
>50 m, assign 1.
6.) Parcel final rank = (sum of 		
factor ranks) * knockout

particulate spread and tree
cover, should be incorporated.
Further, measuring from
parcel centerpoints resulted in
some parcels receiving ranks that
do not reflect true proximity to
hazards. Better methods can be
used later.
Data completeness and
quality is a more pressing issue,
though. The data from the
Somerville Assessor’s Office was

2000 Census block groups - as the color of
the block groups darkens:
• median household income decreases
• population density increases
• % households that speak languages 		
other than English increases
Distance from existing community
gardens: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 mi
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The “knockout” field bars
parcels that are too close to
environmental hazards to be
suitable for agriculture.
Out of a potential total score
of 88, the highest-ranking parcels
received scores of 45-46 (shown
in dark green on the final parcel
map). This reflects the pervasive
environmental hazards common
to urban areas.
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MBTA bus stops

problematic at best. Beyond the
overt quality problems - missing/
incorrect values, etc. - a variety
of information is not currently
being collected that would be
useful from an urban agriculture
viewpoint. Information on
buildings with flat roofs, how
much of a parcel’s nonbuilt
land is paved, and whether
agricultural uses already exist,
for instance, would be useful.
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National Emissions Inventory emitters
of 2.5 μm particles
Chapter 21e sites: oil and/or
hazardous material disposal sites
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Railroads
Highways and major roads

Best: parcels with ranks from 45-46
Better: parcels with ranks from 41-44
Good: parcels with ranks from 1-40
Unsuitable parcels (w/in 50 m of hazard)

